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of North Arnerica. I guess they wamted a
token socialist! I had a very interesting meet-
ing with some of the groups. I got the feeling
that the bad boys, as the consumer industry is
sometimes labeiled, wanted to change to be
more in harmony with the needs and aspira-
tions of our society. I amn glad to see that
sorne of these changes are coming about. I
would flot be surprised if one of the reasons
they are somewhat more attractive today
than when they appeared before our commit-
tee in 1966 and 1967 is the indication by the
governmient that if it has to act, it will.
Unfortunately, it acts too slowly. However, it
is quite obvious now that the power to act is
with the governimemt.

The business oriented attitudes exist and
survive only because the goverrnemt, as a
representative of the people, wishes thern to
do so. If the people of this country, acting
thirough their governinent, wish it to be other-
wise, it is quite obvions where the power lies.
The government can act to change things.
This realization is not only taking place in the
consumer credit industry, but in other indus-
tries as well. In rny opinion, it is having a
very good effect. The people in the indnstry
know that in the long run their survival.
depends an being able to make a case to the
public. They must be able to justify their
existence in termis of the social benefits or
services they provide to society. They realize
that profit alone cannot be the sole criterion
for the retention of their place in society.
They must go beyomd that.

I suggested at that meeting that we should
be thinking in termis of providing a fixed sum
of credit. I used the arbitrary figure of
$25,000O, but that does not mecessarily have to
be the figure. A Uine of credît does mot corne
automaticaliy to a person. It may be drawn
against for various reasons. Since this is a
credit-oriented society, we might as weil take
a somewhat more intelligent and imnaginative
view of the problem than we have done in
the past. Each person in our society should
have a uine of credit on which. he can draw.
Those who cannot take advantage of the so-
called middle class benefits of recreation,
attending university and other advantages,
w-l11 be able to use this drawmng right. It could
be used for purchasing a home or furniture,
starting up a business of their own, or for a
number of other things which wiIl contribute
to the happiness of their family and perhaps
the matter of théir 111e. This seems to me a
more rational way of considering credit.
There is precedent. I can recaîl, as an airman
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coming back from the war in 1945, that there
were ail kinds of opportunities open to us.
Canada was good to its returned soldiers. We
could use the credit we had bult up during
our overseas service to go into business, or we
could use it to go to a university. Many
people got their education as a resuit of bene-
fits made available through arrangements of
this kind. Others took advantage of the Veter-
ans Land Act to build homes for themselves.
The options were avallable to us.

*(2:30 p.m.)

I believe an extension of this idea is needed
so that it would apply to everyone ini our
society. As things are, some people can get
credit much more easily than others. There is
a tendency to think along these lines-that if
a person shows an aptitude to go on to a
higher education, the country will support
him in an almnost unlimited way. But the
same thinking applies, to some extent, to
farmers and businessmen. But there is noth-
îng for the people who most desperateiy need
aid in this country, the poor and the under-
privileged. This seems to be a defect in our
system.

For my part I would prefer to see limes of
credit extended to people in our society than
the introduction of a guaranteed annual
income. There is a place for a guaranteed
incorne, of course-for those who are unable
to work or unable for one reason or another
to take advantage of the opportunities which
may arise-but I think it would be far prefer-
able to give people an opportunity to help
themselves. This could be done by making
lines of credit available. Instead of subsidizing
housing, for example, why do we not simply
allow a person to draw the amount of money
he needs to purchase a home? There would
probably have to be some element of subsîdi-
zation involved but I think it would be better
to subsidize at that point. Such a programi
does flot rule out other reforms which are of
importance in aur society, but 1 do believe we
have an opportunity of helping people who do
not normally have a Uine of credit upon wbich
they can draw. If credit were made available
to themi they would mot be obliged to make
use of it ail. They could use a portion of it,
and show their ability to handie it. If we were
to provide credit facilities for those who need
them baly and are unable to obtain them we
would really be doing something significant in
the way of a consumer credit program.

I arn glad we have ftnally got around to
implementing a palîcy which obviously should
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